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Wti present the high-resolution UV spectrum of the O”(S o It So) transition in fluorene-(A& 
recorded by mass-selective resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization with a pulsed narrow-band 
laser system (A~=140 MHz). The measured b-type rotational structure of the strongest band at 
33 692.5 1 cm-’ in fuorene-(Ar), allows the exclusion of a (210) structure for this band with the two 
Ar atoms placed on one side of the substrate. The observation of a b-type rotational transition is 
proof of a specific opposite sided (111) structure with the two Ar atoms placed above (and below) 
the central five-membered ring and one remaining sign ambiguity concerning the short in-plane axis - - 
coordinate. 0 1994 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fluorene has been used as a prototype molecule for the 
investigation of the solvation behavior of large aromatic sys- 
tems in different solvents. Experimentally, microsolvation 
was realized in a supersonic beam with strong cooling. Vi- 
bronic spectra of the fluorene molecule (CLsHIO) and 
fluorene-iA& van der Waals complexes have been reported 
in several publications.‘-3 Considering the rigid planar fluo- 
rene molecule as a microsurface, the question arises whether 
two Ar atoms attach as an Ar dimer on one side [(210) struc- 
ture], or on opposite sides [(II 1) structure]. 

Recently, we derived the structure of the 
carbazole-(,Ar)z complex from Doppler free spectra obtained 
by mass-selective resonance-enhanced two-photon ioniza- 
tion. We clearly found the Ar atoms placed on opposite sides 
of the carbazole plane [i.e., a (111) structure], in line with the 
conclusions from rotational coherence spectroscopy in the 
time domain.4 This is remarkable because a (210) structure 
was concluded from low-resolution spectra assisted by mo- 
lecular dynamics calculations.5 Here we would like to ad- 
dress the question whether fluorene-(Ar)2 is an additional 
example for a (‘111) structure, which has been proved by ro- 
tationally resolved UV spectroscopy for s-tetrazine-(Ar),6 
and benzene-(Ar),.7Y8 A different solvation behavior may be 
expected for larger aromatic molecules with several energeti- 
cally favorable positions of the noble gas atoms on the large 
substrate. Hitherto carbazole-(Ar), is the only example for a 
three-ring aromatic substrate where a (111) stmcttie has been 
identified by frequency domain spectroscopy.g”o Fluorene is 
another interesting example because it has two hydrogen at- 
oms which are located above and below the plane of the 
central five-membered ring. This might lead to preferred po- 
sitions of the Ar atoms above the external benzene rings 
either on one or two sides of the molecular plane. 

Up to now accurate rotational constants were determined 
for the fluorene molecule”*12 and the fluorene-Ar 
complex,” both from frequency and time domain 
measurements.13 However, presently no clear experimental 
information on the structure of fluorene-(A& is available. 
In ftuorene the transition dipole is directed along the long 

in-plane axis. This is different from the situation in carbazole 
in which the transition moment is directed along the short 
in-plane axis. This leads to different rotational selection rules 
in the rovibronic transitions of the two monomers and the 
complexes with analogous structures. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

Fltiorene (Fluka) vapor was produced at a pressure of 2 
mbar in a heatable 20 cm3 chamber of a pulsed solenoid 
valve at 100 “C, seeded in a mixture of 2 bar Ne and 0.2 bar 
Ar and expanded through a 300 ,um orifice into the vacuum 
chamber. 

Low-resolution spectra were obtained by one-color 
resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization in a skimmed su- 
personic beam (skimmer with 1.5 mm diam) using a 
frequency-doubled broadband (Aylv=0.3 cm-‘) dye laser 
(Lambda Physik FL2002) operated with Coumarin 153 dye. 
The laser beam was not focused and care was taken to keep 
intensities below 10’ W/cm’ (100 ruJ fdr a 10 ns pulse length 
and 10 mm2 spot size). The ions were mass-selected in a 
home-built linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. 

The experimental setup for recording of Doppler free 
high-resolution spectra of van der Waals molecules by mass- 
selected resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization has been 
described in our previous work.g,14,15 Briefly, for the narrow- 
band excitation step the single mode light of a cw dye laser 
(Coherent 699/21) is amplified in three amplifier stages 
pumped by a XeCl excimer laser (Lambda Physik EMG 201 
MSC) yielding nearly Fourier transform limited 10 ns 
(FWHM) pulses. Since the fluorene-(Ar), transitions are lo- 
cated to the red of the wavelength range of our narrow-band 
laser system operating with Coumarin 102 dye, we used a 
special multipass narrow-band Raman shifter16 with low 
density H2 gas to shift the laser frequency without loss of 
spectral selectivity. After frequency doubling the Raman 
shifted light with a resulting frequency width of 140 MHz 
(FWHM) was used for S, +-So excitation of fluorene-(Ar)2 
in the frequency range around 33 700 cm-‘. In order to avoid 
saturation broadening in the high-resolution spectra, we at- 
tenuated the exciting narrow-band laser light to a pulse en- 
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FIG. 1. Mass-selected low-resolution spectrum of fluorene-(Ar), in the re- 
gion of the S, -S, origin transition, recorded with the one-color resonance- 
enhanced two-photon ionization technique. 

ergy of 100 nJ for a 10 ns pulse length and 10 nun’spot size, 
which was below the minimum intensity to detect a 
resonance-enhanced one-color ion current. To achieve a de- 
tectable ion signal, we used a second strong,ionizing-laser 
pulse (0.5 mJ for a 10 ns pulse length and 10 mm2 spot size) 
with a fixed wavelength of 596 nm tuned to the red of the 
SttSa resonance. In this way a one-color background sig- 
nal from this laser was avoided and fragmentation of the 
product cluster ions was minimized. The experimental reso- 
lution is determined by a convolution of the frequency width 
of the exciting light pulses (Av= 140 ,MHz) and the residual 
Doppler width of about 40 MHz. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Low-resolution spectrum 

In Fig. 1 the mass-selected low-resolution spectrum 
around the 0: transition of fluorene-(Ar), is shown, when 
recorded with the one-color resonance-enhanced two-photon 
ionization technique. The most intense feature (Fig. 1) is the 
S,.+Sa (t$) transition of the complex. The width of the 
bands is about 1 cm-t (FWHM) which is given by the width 
of the rotational contour under the expansion conditions of 
our experiment (see belowj. Thus the strongest feature is due 
to one rigid isomer whose structure is investigated in this 
work. The position of the strongest feature in the low- 
resolution spectrum is similar to that found in Ref. 2, how- 
ever, some additional structure is resolved in the spectrum of 
this work. These weaker features in Fig. 1 are discussed in 
Sec. IV. 

B. The structure of fluorene-Ar 

Knowledge of the structure of the tluorene-Ar complex 
is helpful for the discussion of the structure of 
fluorene-(Arj2. The spectra of the bare fluorene molecule as 
well as of the fluorene-Ar van der Waals complex were mea- 
sured by Meerts et al. in a high-resolution laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) experiment with cw lasers.” The experi- 

FIG. 2. (210) structure of Auorene-(Ar), (a), and one (111) structure dis- 
cussed in the text (bj. The principal axis system (x,y,z) of the bare mol- 
ecule is indicated together with the principal axes (a,b,c) of the complexes 
which are parallel displaced. The electronic transition dipole of Auorene ,u~ 
is long-axis(y) polarized. 

ments confirmed that the electric transition dipole moment 
y, is directed along the long in-plane axis of fluorene in the 
So and Sr states.3”7 The Ar atom was found to be placed 
above the central five-membered ring at an effective distance 
of 3.42 A from the substrate plane and a slight parallel dis- 
placement of to.53 A from the center of mass of the bare 
molecule towards (or away from) the carbon atom located in 
the bisecting plane of the molecule.” This sign ambiguity 
results from the fact that the moments of inertia depend on 
the squares of the coordinates of the atoms. 

C. The structure of fluorene-(Ar),: (210) vs (111) 

First we will investigate whether in the fluorene-(Ar), 
complex both Ar atoms are attached on one side of the fluo- 
rene molecule, (210) [ see Fig. 2(a)] or one Ar atom on each 
side, (111) [see Fig. 2(b)]. 

Fluorene-(Ar)z with a (210) structure [see Fig. 2(a)] is an 
asymmetric prolate-like top (K=-0.456) with the Ar atoms 
placed on the same side above the six-membered rings with 
the distance of 3.42 8, from the molecular plane found for 
liuorene-Ar” and an Ar-Ar distance of 3.76 A as in the free 
ArZ dimer.t8 In Fig. 2(a) the principal axis system of the bare 
molecule (x,y,z) and the resulting principal axis system 
(a,b,c) of the (210) complex are indicated. 

Now we calculate the typical rotational structure of the 
electronic Sr +S, origin band for a (210) complex. As can be 
seen from Fig. 2(a) for a (210) structure, the transition dipole, 
which is known from crystal data to be polarized along the 
long in-plane axis of fluorene.17 is an a-type transition mo- 
ment. Thus we use a-type rotational selection rules of a 
prolate-like asymmetric top with (ee)H(eo) and 
(cie)++(oo) for (K- t,K+ t) to calculate the rotational struc- 
ture of the 0: transition of a (210) complex. The effective 
principal moments of inertia I:, $, Z,C of a (210) complex 
and the rotational constants in the electronic ground state are 
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FIG. 3. (a) Theoretical rotational spectrum of the S , cS,, origin calculated 
for a (210) snucture of fluorene-(A&. (bj Experimental high-resolution 
spectrum of the S,tS, origin band of fluorene-(A&. 

calculated from the effective principal moments of inertia 
ZF, Zr, Zf of the bare molecule,” and the positions (in 8) of 
the two Ar atoms (+3.42, +1.88, 0), (+3.42, - 1.88, 0) us- 
ing Kraitchman’s equations.‘g.20 We use 

with ~=2ntMl(M+ 2mj. M is the molecular mass of fluo- 
rene in atomic units U, m is the atomic mass of AX Further- 
more we use Zf = h/8r’A!A;I, It = h/8rr”B;j, and I,” 
= h/8r”Cg defining effective moments of inertia. To find a 
guess of the changes of the rotational constants after elec- 
tronic excitation a slight decrease of the van der Waals bond 
length as found for benzene-Ar,14 benzene-(Ar)2,7 and 
p-difluorobenzene-Ar’5 is assumed. In this way we obtain 
the rotational constants A! = 0.0 19 59 cm-‘, Bg 
= 0.012 20 cm’-‘, Cg = 0.009 44 cm-’ and AA 
= 0.019 79 cm-’ 
cm-’ 

, El; = 0.012 11 cm-‘, CA = 0.009 54 
for calculation of the spectrum of the 0: band in 

fluorene-(Ar)2, (210) which is shown in Fig. 3(a). The theo- 
retical spectrum displays the typical rotational structure of a 
parallel-type band with a sharp & branch in the center and 
clearly separated P- and R-branch subgroups [see Fig. 3(a)]. 
Quite similar parallel-type bands are found for various (210) 
structures [e.g., another plausible (210) structure with the Ar 
atoms centrally occupying each of the phenyl rings], since all 
conceivable (210) structures represent prolate-like asymmet- 
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FIG. 4. Structure of fluorene-(A& (b) found from experiment with only 
one remaining ambiguity in the z coordinate of the Ar atoms. Another 
chemical relevant structure (a) which can be exclztded from experiment. The 
principal axis system (x,y,z) ofthe bare molecule is indicated together with 
the principal axes (a,b,c) of the complexes which are parallel displaced. 
The electronic transition dipole of fluorene cc, is long-axis(y) polarized. 

ric rotors with their a axis parallel to the transition dipole. As 
a result we find that the calculated parallel-type rotational 
structure in Fig. 3(a) is in striking disagreement with the 
experimentally observed rotational contour of fluorene-(Ar), 
shown in Fig. 3(b). Thus we exclude the possibility that the 
band at v,=33 692.51 (2) cm-’ is due to a one-sided (210) 
structure of fluorene-(A&. It points to a (111) structure of 
the complex in agreement with our recent result for 
carbazole-(Ar), .9 

D. Specific (111) structure of fluorene-(Ar), 

After the exclusion of a (210) structure of the complex 
we would like to derive the specific kind of (111) structure 
from our experiment. In principle six different (111) binding 
topologies of fluorene-(Ar), are found for essentially the 
same set of ground-state rotational constants, with two dif- 
ferent possible rotational transition types involved (see be- 
low). Among these, three different (l/l) structures are chemi- 
cally relevant and shown in Fig. 4. They are near oblate 
asymmetric rotors (~=+0.669) with the unique axis being 
the z(llcj axis. The two structures shown in Fig. 4(b) with 
the Ar coordinates (x,O,z), (-x,O,z) or (x,0,-z), (--x,0, 
- z) are both described by exactly the same momenta1 ellip- 
soid (xlla,yllb,zllc). The structure shown in Fig. 4(a) with 
the coordinates (x,y,O), (-x,y,O) has essentially the same 
momenta1 ellipsoid. It is, however, rotated by 90” around the 
c axis (xllb,ylla,zllc) th us changing the rotational transition 
type from b-type to a-type. 

Experiment allows to distinguish both types of transi- 
tions. To find a set of rotational ground-state constants for the 
simulation of the measured band structure we assume the 
position of the Ar atoms in the Auorene-(Ar), complex [see 
Fig. 4(b)] to be the same as the Ar position in the 
fluorene-Ar complex (see Sec. III B). This is a reasonable 
assumption.as we have shown for the case of benzene-Ari4 
and benzene-(Ar),.7 With the coordinates (in A) of the Ar 
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FIG. 5. (a) Rotational spectrum of the S, -So origin calculated for a (111) 
structure of fluorene-(Ar), as shown in Fig. 4(a). The sharp Q branch is 
indicated by an arrow. (b) Experimental high-resolution spectrum of the 
S, *SO origin band of tluorene-(A&. (c) Simulation of the experimental 
spectrum in (b) by a calculated spectrum. The assumed (111) structure is in 
line with the (111) structures shown in Fig. 4(b). 

atoms (+3.42, 0, -0.53), (-3.42, 0, -0.53) or (+3.32, 0, 
+0.53), (-3.42, 0, +0.53) and the relations” 

I,C=IppL22 
I,C=I,MfpZ2+2WlX2, (2) 

[p defined in Eq. (l)], we find the following ground-state 
rotational constants of the complex A: = 0.0 15 24 cm-‘, 
Bz = 0.014 27 cm-*, Cg = 0.009 38 cm ‘. They are nu- 
merically the same for all (111) structures discussed in Figs. 
4(a) and 4(b). The experimental spectrum [see Fig. 5(b)] is 
satisfactorily reproduced [see Fig. 5(c)] with b-type rota- 
tional selection rules, a rotational temperature of 1.2 K, and 
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with the nuclear spin statistical weights for C,, symmetry, 
g,=496 for (K?,,Kt,) = (ee) or (oe) and g,=528 for 
(K’L, ,Kt,) = (00) or (eo) (e,o denotes the even or odd 
parity). The simulation yields excited state constants Ah 
= 0.015 22 cm-‘, Bh = 0.014 32 cm-‘, CA = 0.009 53 
cm-’ with a relatively low accuracy since the rotational line 
structure of the perpendicular band is not completely re- 
solved. The electronic spectrum calculated from these rota- 
tional constants, and the a-vpe rotational selection rules of 
the binding topology of Fig. 4(a), is shown in Fig. 5(a). It is 
obvious that the sharp Q branch indicated in the center of the 
a-type spectrum of Fig. 5(a) does not fit the experimental 
spectrum of Fig. 5(b). Only the theoretical b-type spectrum 
of Fig. 5(c) matches the experimental contour. Thus we can 
exclude the structure of Fig. 5(a) with the two Ar atoms 
located above the benzene rings in a (111) structure. This is 
proof for the centrally bound (111) structure displayed in Fig. 
4(b) with the only remaining ambiguity in the sign of the z 
coordinate. 

E. Are there indications of other isomers? 

After identification of the structure of the fluorene-(A& 
complex with the 0: transition at vo=33 692.51(2) cm-t we 
would like to address the question of whether an additional 
isomer with (210) structure exists. The 0: transition of the 
(210) isomer should display a smaller band shift than the 
(1 II) isomer since the strict additivity ruIe no longer hoids.“’ 
Thus, possible candidates for the origin transition of the (210) 
isomer should be located to the blue of the 33 692.51(2) 
cm-’ transition rotationally resolved in this work. The first 
feature [33 7 ll(3) cm--‘] to the blue of the main feature in 
Fig. 1 is at least partially due to fragmentation of a larger 
complex since it can also be seen in the spectrum of 
fluorene-(Ar), .2 We measured the transition at -42 cm t to 
the blue [33 734.6(l) cm-‘] of the 0: transition of (111) 
fluorene-(Arj, (see Fig. 1) with rotational resolution. It dis- 
plays a rotational structure very similar to the rotational 
structure of the 0: transition at 33 692.5 l(2) cm-‘. Thus it is 
clearly not due to a (210) isomer, which would display a 
parallel-type band [see Fig. 3(a)], and is therefore probably 
due to a totally symmetric van der Waals stretch vibration. 
This is reasonable as can be seen from a comparison of its 
frequency with the van der Waals stretch frequency in 
tluorene-Ar of 43.48(2) cm-t.t” Assuming a simple tri- 
atomic approximationz2 we estimate a symmetric stretch fre- 
quency of 39 cm-’ in the heterotrimer which is close to the 
observed frequency difference. Assuming a small anharmo- 
nicity we tentatively assign the feature at 33 774.5(l) cm-’ 
to the stretching overtone. The other bands [at 33 736.1( 1) 

-l, 33 757.2(l) cm-‘, and some smaller ones] are prob- 
i:y van der Waals vibronic bands of (111) fluorene-(Ar),, 
however, at present we cannot exclude that they are due to a 
(210) isomer. From the relative intensities of the different 
bands in Fig. 1 we deduce an upper limit for the relative 
abundance of a (210) isomer of 10%. Additional high- 
resolution experiments to address this question are in 
progress. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we present the first experimental determi- 
nation of the structure of Auorene-(A&. It is clearly shown 
that the vibronic transition at 33 692.51(2) cm-’ is due to a 
centrally bound opposite-sided (111) structure of 
fluorene-(A&. As discussed above one sign ambiguity re- 
mains, i.e., the question whether there is a slight displace- 
ment of both Ar atoms from the center towards the basis of 
the five-membered ring [(-Z) direction] or towards the car- 
bon atom on the vertical symmetry plane [(+z) direction]. In 
principle this ambiguity can be addressed using different iso- 
topic species. However, this does not work for the fully deu- 
terated species which is commercially available as has been 
shown for the case of the fluorene-Ar complex.‘3 The argon 
(-z) position is likely because of the steric effect of the two 
hydrogen atoms located above and below the molecular 
plane. 

In summary, a (111) structure was identified as the domi- 
nating structure for fluorene-(Ar), . A possible explanation 
for this would be the kinetics of the formation process4 or the 
influence of entropy effectss4 favoring the production of a 
(111) structure. Production of (n[Oj (n = l-6) complexes 
(nonwetting) was concluded from molecular dynamics calcu- 
Iations for “bent” substrates like carbazole, dibenzofuran, 
etc.= It was shown theoretically that the probability for 
opposite-sided clusters (wetting behaviorj increases with in- 
creasing cluster size because there is a higher probability for 
side crossing. As we find a higher probability for an 
opposite-sided structure already for the smallest unit, 
fluorene-(A&, this can be taken as an indication for pre- 
ferred wetting behavior in case of larger tluorene-(Ar), 
complexes. 
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